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What are community land trusts?
Background
Community land trusts have been in existence
for approximately thirty years, but have become
particularly popular in the last ten, with over 200
communities currently utilizing this model. They
were developed as a creative and communityoriented way to address affordable housing issues
and social inequities, and operate with four
purposes in mind: to 1) provide access to homeownership for low-income families; 2) preserve
long-term affordable housing in the community;
3) increase community control of local resources;
and 4) empower families by allowing them to
participate in the governance of their community.

How it works
A nonprofit development corporation forms,
and, in cooperation with both public and private
actors, acquires and develops land and homes
in the community. The homes are then sold to
low-income families, usually defined as those at
or below 80% of the area median income. The
purchase is subsidized through a mixture of
public and private funding, allowing families to
purchase well below the market rate. The land,
however, remains with the trust, and is leased to
the family long-term. Buyers are given the same
permanence and rights as traditional homeowners, with one exception—buyers agree that, if
they sell the home, they will sell it to another
low-income family and limit their profit, in order
to pass along the benefit of the original subsidy
to the next generation of homeowners. This rule,
known as a restricted resale clause, along with
the trust’s ownership of the land, ensures that the
property remains affordable long-term. The seller
receives their equity back, plus a modest return
on their investment, while the next family is also
able to purchase below market rate, making the
benefit of the initial purchase subsidies a long-

lasting investment. This model, known more
broadly as shared equity homeownership, thus
allows both a moderate accumulation of assets
for low-income individuals as well as sustainable affordability, balancing both community and
individual needs and creating long-term, sustainable affordability.
Community land trusts also support their homeowners through every step of the process, helping them navigate the mortgage process, avoid
predatory lending, and stay in their home longterm. This is accomplished through pre-purchase
education, post-purchase support, loan counseling, and early delinquency interventions. While
half of regular low-income homeowners leave
homeownership, voluntarily or involuntarily,
within 5 years, 90% of CLT homeowners are able
to make it past the critical 5 year mark, thanks to
this support.

Governance
CLTs are entirely locally operated. The organizing
nonprofit is membership-based, with all residents
owning shares of the corporation. The governing
board consists of one-third CLT residents, onethird local (non-CLT) citizens, and one-third
local leaders, such as public officials, funders, or
housing or social service providers; this model
allows residents an active role in the governance
of the association—a rarity in the realm of affordable housing.

Support
Community land trusts gain financial, administrative, and legal support from cities, nonprofit
partners, federal and private grants, individual
citizens, and a variety of other sources.
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Why community land trusts?
Sustainability

States today, and by excluding families through
unfair practices, we have continued to grow the
Through shared equity homeownership, affordwealth gap between rich and poor and between
able housing is preserved for generations. A onewhite families and minority families. The curtime purchase subsidy has long-term benefits in
rent net worth gap between homeowners and
this model: through agreeing to limit their profits
renters is approximately $230,000—while many
when it comes time to sell, families share the
factors influence this number, the role of homebenefits they have received with future homeownership in economic outcomes is undeniable.
owning families, balancing
What is also undeniable
individual and community
AFFORDABILITY, SUSTAINABILITY, OR
is the fact that, to enter
needs. The community land
BOTH?
homeownership, you need
trust thus demonstrates long- In a recent study, researchers found that the
assets. Thus, exclusion
term sustainability. Through
local income increases needed for residents to
from homeownership and
continue to be able to afford CLT homes were at
their comprehensive eduless than 1.1% per year, while the rate of return
its opportunities creates
cation model for buyers,
for CLT homeowners ranged anywhere from
a vicious cycle—while
they are also able to protect
6.5% to 60%—a balance of sustainability for
homeownership is one of
communities and asset creation for individuals.
against foreclosures—in fact,
the best ways to build famin a recent study, regular
ily assets, it also requires
open market mortgages were
assets to enter into the market. This returns us to
5.9 times more likely to be in foreclosure than
the long-term history of discrimination: acCLT resident mortgages, and while regular mortknowledging the role that parents’ and grandpargages only have a delinquency cure rate of 6.6%
ents’ wealth plays in current wealth. Past genera(restoring the homeowner to regular payments
tions’ experiences shape present realities, and
and avoiding foreclosure), CLTs manage to cure
our history of exclusion and discrimination have
an average of 51% of any of their mortgages that
held long-term consequences. Where wealth, not
entered delinquency. These types of interventions
income, is the biggest barrier to homeownership
also contribute to the sustainability of the model.
(many renters could afford a mortgage easily without the significant upfront investment),
Equity
we have to address both the experiences of past
There is a long history of discrimination in housgenerations, as well as today’s realities. We have
ing. Minority and low-income families have often
an opportunity to break that vicious cycle today
suffered from unfair practices, from the exclusion
by allowing these families a chance to access the
of minority families from the mortgage market
economic and social benefits homeownership
in the post-World War II housing boom to the
provides.
targeted use of subprime loans for low-income
families in the years leading up to 2008. ComSocial benefits
munity land trusts, through their commitment
Beyond building assets,
to fair lending, loan assistance, affordability, and
why homeownership?
non-discrimination, are a way to begin to correct
Homeownership is not a
for past and present injustices. Homeownership
cure for all social ills, as we
is the chief vehicle of asset creation in the United

Why community land trusts, continued
have sometimes treated it in our federal poliEconomic health
cies. However, it does have documented positive
CLTs are committed to the health of their comsocial benefits for families, stemming from the
munities, and are often involved in creating comsense of permanence and stability it provides.
munity facilities, preserving open space, and proHomeowners are more likely
moting local business. They
to volunteer in local organiza- A HISTORY OF DISCRIMINATION
are also able to take on some
tions, vote, know the names of
of the administrative burdens
Yesterday: after World War II, the morttheir elected representatives,
gage industry underwent a significant
of developing and adminishelp solve community probtransformation, resulting in longer repaytering affordable housing soment terms and lower down payments
lems, and have their children
lutions, acting in partnership
that allowed many young families to enter
graduate high school, among
with the city. Through the
homeownership for the first time. However,
other benefits. The knowlthe criteria for these loans valued segredocumented success of their
edge that they will be in this
gation and essentially prohibited minoreducation model, they are
ity families from accessing new loans by
community long-term spurs
also able to prevent the high
labeling their neighborhoods “high risk.” As
investment in the local comeconomic and social costs
new money and development flowed into
munity—the kind of social
segregated white suburbs, minority families
of mass foreclosures that we
investment that moves a com- were either effectively prohibited from
have seen firsthand in the
entering homeownership, or, for those who
munity from good to great.
last five years—thousands
were already homeowners, barred from
CLT homeownership is a way
of dollars in direct costs to
profiting from the rising property values in
to share more broadly the
other neighborhoods.
neighborhoods and cities, as
benefits that many of us take
Today: pre-2008, low-income families were
well as increased social disorfor granted.
disproportionately targeted to receive under, heightened crime rates,

Empowerment

sustainable subprime loans, which ultimately held a one in five chance of foreclosure,
while Latino and African-American borrowers of good credit were approximately five
times more likely to receive an unstable
high-cost loan than their white counterparts.

Every resident is made a
shareholder in the nonprofit
corporation upon purchasing a home, and 1/3 of board
positions are reserved for
CLT residents. This unique power structure,
rare among affordable housing models, returns a
sense of agency and responsibility to individual
citizens. It highlights an important distinction
between policy being done “to” an individual
versus policy done with that individual—a true
partnership upholding the dignity and voice of
every individual.

declining property values,
and the loss of local business.
They are also able to help
the housing market readjust
more quickly to current realities by filling vacant homes
with ready buyers, thanks to partnerships with
cities, developers, and other local organizations.

A local example

Portland’s Proud Ground

History

Costs

Portland has had a fully functional community
land trust since 1998. Sabin Community Development Corporation successfully sold ten homes
in their first year. In 1999, the city followed their
lead and established Proud Ground, the largest
community land trust in the Northwest. Since
1999, Proud Ground has sold homes to more
than 160 individuals and families. In 2011, 57%
of purchasers were minority families; the vast
majority of all purchases are by first-time homebuyers.

The average cost of a Proud Ground home is
$130,000—approximately $60,000-100,000 less
than market rate. Down payments are usually
$500-$1,000. Buyers work with a short list of
approved lenders to create a workable fixed-rate
mortgage and circumvent any predatory lending practices. Homeowners, thanks to Proud
Ground’s partnership with the city, pay approximately 15-30% less in property taxes than would
a regular homeowner, taking the reduced sale
price into account.

Governance

Homeowner rights

Proud Ground utilizes the standard tripartite
governance model—one-third of governing
board positions are reserved for CLT residents
and one-third are reserved for neighboring citizens who are not CLT residents, empowering the
community to come together and govern its own
resources. This model is unique among affordable
housing measures, where low-income families
are often at the mercy of the decisions of others,
with no agency in their own lives.

Proud Ground homeowners can still leave their
home to their children or partner—the resale
agreement is then assumed by their heir, in the
case of an eventual sale. Homeowners can sell
their home to any income-qualified family—they
agree to limit appreciation, however, to keep it affordable. The home and land can be improved—
remodeling and landscaping are perfectly acceptable. When it comes time to sell, the homeowner
receives back not just the equity gained from
their mortgage payments, but also from any
value-adding improvements they’ve undertaken
during their time there. Most homeowners are
able to go on to purchase homes on the open
market after owning a Proud Ground home.

Requirements
Potential buyers must not have been a homeowner in the last three years, and household
income must be at or below 80% of the area
median. For a family of 4, this translates to approximately $55,000 per year. Buyers must have
good credit, with current debt repayments not
exceeding more than 10% of monthly income.
Steady employment is also necessary, and a
family should either have an income of at least
$24,000 per year or at least $20,000 in savings.
They are also encouraged to have at least $2,0003,000 in the bank for future home repairs and
other homeownership-related necessities, as well
as emergencies.
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* The tables “Ten Key Features of the Classic Community Land Trust” and “Building a CLT from the Ground Up”
were both drawn from Davis and Jacobus’ 2008 publication.

